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ABSTRACT-

The ability to make decisions dynamically during program execution is a
very powerful and valuable tool. Unfortunately, it also causes severe per-
formance degradations in high-speed computer organizations which use parallel,
pipelined or lookahead techniques to speed up program execution. An optimal
control structure is one where the average number of decisions to be made
during program execution is minimal among all control structures for the
program. Since decisions are usually represented by conditional branch instruc-
tions, finding an optimal control structure is equivalent to minimizing the
expected number of conditional branch instructions to be encountered per
program execution,

By decision entropy, we mean a quantitative characterization of the
uncertainty  in the instruction stream due to dynamic decisions imbedded in the
program. We define this concept of decision entropy in the Shannon information-
theoretic sense. We show that a program's intrinsic decision entropy is an
absolute lower bound on the expected number of decisions, or conditional branch
instructions, per program execution We show that this lower bound is achieved
iff each decision has maximum uncertainty. We also indicate how optimal
control structures may be constructed.

The work described herein was supported in part by the Ballistic Missile
Defense Command under contract no, DASG60-77-0073.
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1. INTRODUCTION

A program is written to solve a set of related problems. These problems

are said to be "related" because they require the solutions of common sub-

problems. These problems are not identical because each may involve a

different subset of solutions to common subproblems. Hence, a program

consists of three main entities:

(i) a collection of solutions of different subproblems (each of

which may be defined hierarchically as a program);

(ii) interfaces for passing information between subproblems;

(iii) a control structure which specifies the subset of subproblems

to be solved, and directs the order in which they are to be

solved for each problem in the set.

Entity (i) is represented in the program as subroutines, loops, expression

evaluations. Entity (ii) is represented in parameter passing and "common"

_ variables. Entity (iii) is represented by branch instructions which alter

the sequential flow of instruction execution.

The purpose of this paper is to optimize entity (iii), the control

structure of a program, with respect to time. Optimality of a program, for

a given set of problems. must be defined with respect to space or to time.

By space-optimal, we mean that the static program size is smallest amongst all

programs fcr that set of problems, By time-optimal, we mean that the dynamic~~ __--

program size, or the execution time of the program in numbers of instructions,

is smaf~lcst amongst all programs for that set of problems Due to the well-

known "space-time tradeoff", a program is seldom both space-optimal and time-

optimal Although space-optimality may be crucial in applications with very

limited memory, time-optimality is usually more important in for example,

real-time applications and programs which are repeatedly executed. In order to

achieve a time-optimal program, we need to find a time-optimal control structure

for the given set of problems



Definition 1:

A time-optimal control structure is one where the average number of

decisions to be made during program execution is minimal among all control

structures for the program.

Since decisions are represented by conditional branch instructions in

the program, finding an optimal control structure, if one exists, is equivalent

to minimizing the expected number of conditional branch instructions to be

encountered per program execution.

The main thesis of this paper is to show an absolute lower bound on the

expected number of conditional branch instructions per program execution.

This absolute lower bound is characterized as the 'decision entropy" of the

program, or the uncertainty in the flow of program execution due to the

dynamic results of decisions embedded in the program. This 'decision entropy"

is dependent only on the characteristics of the set of problems to be solved

in the program, and hence, may be calculated a priori. In general, this

absolute lower bound is not attainable, and optimal control structures are

those that come closest to the lower bound. We also show the special (necessary

and sufficient) conditions, under which the absolute lower bound is attained.

The importance of optimizing the control structure of a program cannot

be overemphasized [6-lo]. For example, conditional branch instructions cause

severe time degradations in computer organizations which use a pipelined

instruction unit to speed up the execution of the program [6,10]. Such

organizations are often referred to as "overlapped SISD (Single Instruction

Single Data) organizations" [6]. The uncertain result of a conditional branch

result either causes a holdup of the flow of instructions into the "execution

pipe", or a flush of the "execution pipe" in the event of a wrong guess for

systems which guess this runtime result.
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Another example occurs in anticipatory memory management, where a look-

ahead mechanism prefetches the instructions which are to be executed next,

in order to minimize delays due to memory faults. Conditional branch

instructions introduce uncertainty into the instruction stream which cannot

be resolved a priori. Again severe performance degradations result.

2. PROBLEM DEFINITION AND TERMINOLOGY

Problem Definition: To find the minimum number of conditional branch

instructions occurring during program execution, on the average, for any

given program.

Terminology

Let the successor set of an instruction be the set of different instruc-

tions to which control may pass during program execution. Then a conditional

branch instruction is an instruction where the size of the successor set is

greater than one. (Assuming deterministic programs, the flow of execution

passes to at most one instruction in the successor set of a conditional branch

instruction.) Hence, conditional branch instructions represent decisions

embedded in the program since alternate paths of action are possible during

program execution. We note that an unconditional branch instruction does not

represent a decision since it has a successor set size of one. Although our

definition allows the size of the successor set of a conditional branch

instruction to be any integer greater than one, most computers today restrict

this size to two, corresponding to the binary truth values of False and True,

or 0 and 1. For convenience, we will assume binary truth values for the

decisions, in the rest of this paper.

For the purposes of this paper, we consider programs which are loop-free.

Then the control structure of a program can be represented as a binary tree
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Cl1 3 called the binary decision tree, of the program. Each internal node

represents a decision, or conditional branch instruction, in the program.

Each external node, or leaf, represents the end of an execution of the program.

Hence, each execution traces a path, called a decision path, through this tree.

Equivalently, we can say that each execution traces a control sequence through

the control structure of the program. Each decision path, or control sequence

represents the solution of one problem in the set of related problems the

program was written to solve.

We can now distinguish between the static program and the dynamic program.

By the static program, we mean the invariant body of instructions that comprise

the program. By the dynamic program, we mean the set of distinct decision

paths through the static program, each execution being an instance of the

dynamic program. Clearly, the static program is a constant but the dynamic

program is a random variable. Indeed, it is this uncertainty in the (dynamic)

program as a random variable that makes it interesting to apply the concept

of decision entropy, which we will define next.

Definition 2: Decision Entropy

Suppose the (dynamic) program, Y, has n decision paths, yl,y2,...,yn,

each with probability pl,p2,...,pn. This is represented by the following

standard notation:

Y =

Then the decision entropy of Y is defined to be:

Hy = -lKicn PilOg Pi
- -

Clearly, this is just the Shannon definition of entropy in information theory

[2]. We note that the logarithm function may be taken to any base, since
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changing this base amounts only to multipl

the purposes of this paper, logarithms are

Suppose, now that the decision path y

i cation by a known constant. For

always taken to base 2.

.
1

involves the execution of mi con-

ditional branch instructions, then the number of conditional branch instruc-

tions which may occur during any execution of the program Y is also a random

variable, represented as follows:

My =

Therefore, the average number of conditional branch instructions occurring

per program execution is
KY = C pimi

l&n- -
We wish to show that this average number of conditional branch instruc-

tion is bounded below by the intrinsic decision entropy in the program, i.e.,

fl >H-Y- Y'

3. An Intuitive Introduction via 'Trivial' Programs

We would like to give the reader an intuitive feel for the relationship

between the number of conditional branch instructions in the program and its

decision entropy, for 'trivial' programs.

Consider the class of programs X with no conditional branch instructions,

i.e., Mx = 0. Clearly, there is only one decision path through X, namely that

starting with the first instruction, proceeding sequentially to the last

instruction. Hence the dynamic program is identical to the static program,

both being the same constant. Since the probability associated with the

single decision path is one, we have

HX
= l.log21 = 0

Hence Rx = Hx = 0.



Conversely, suppose it is known that a program has zero decision entropy.

Is it then true that this program has no conditional branch instructions?

The answer is no, since a program with zero decision entropy may have arbi-

trarily many conditional branch instructions, albeit they are all redundant.

This is stated in the following summarizing observation:

Observation: If a program has no conditional branch instructions,

then its decision entropy is zero. Conversely, if a program has

zero decision entropy, then either

(i) it has no conditional branch instructions, or

(ii) it has an arbitrary number of conditional branch instructions,

each of which has a successor set where one member has pro-

bability one of being the next instruction executed (i.e.,

all conditional branch instructions are redundant since they

are essentially unconditional branches). Hence, for 'trivial'

programs, it is true that My> Hy.

We note that these classes of programs are 'trivial' only in that they

have trivial decision trees. The decision tree is either null (no conditional

branch instructions) or can be reducible to a null decision tree (all condi-

tional branch instructions are redundant). Otherwise, these programs may

represent very complicated and nontrivial computations.

4. The Main Results for All Proarams

We will now like to show the general result that WY 2 Hy, in theorem 1.

The proof of this theorem uses the following two lemmas. In lemma 1,

(Pi9 _ -1 < i < n) and {qi, lzi Ln} represent two arbitrary probability distri-

butions.



Lemma 1: If OLpi, qiLl, for lLiLn, and

C Pi = C qi = 1, then
1ziLn lLi<n-

-c
l<i<n

pilog pi 6 -c
l<i<n

PilOg 9-j'
- - - -

with equality iff pi = qi for lziln.

Proof: The crux of the proof lies in observing the fact (see Figure 1),

that a convex function, like logarithm, always lies below its

tangent. Taking the tangent at x = 1, we have:

log x<x -- 1, with equality iff x = 1

l �f lo g
9. qi
$ <-
i pi

- 1, with equality iff qi = pi
a.

c
('4 1 < i < n

Pi log ?I c
i l<i<n i

(q - pi), with equality
- - - -

iff qi = pi9 lziln

c
l *fl<j<n Pi �Ogq i - l<fCn pi log pin 0, with equality- - - -

iff qi = pi, 1LiLn.
Y x-l

pl
X--l

log x

X

Figure 1. Relation between a convex function and its tangent at x = 1.
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-m.
Lemma2: C 2 '=

l<i<n
1, where mi is the number of conditional branch

- -

instructions in the ith. decision path.

Proof: Let lj be the number of mi such that mi = j (i.e., lj is the number

of terminal nodes on level (j + 1) in the binary decision tree, where

the root is level 1 of the tree).

Let d be the maximum number of levels in the binary decision tree with at

least one nonterminal node, SO that C
l<jsd

lj = n.

-Illi .

Then C 2 = C lj2-J (see Figure 2)
lLi<n l<j<d- - -

The proof is by induction on d:

When d = 1, ll = 2 and 1 2.2-i = 1.
144- - .

Assume true for d = k, i.e., C
l<j<k

lj 2-J = 1.
- -

. - (Every timewe add a new level, we add lk+l paths with k+l nonterminal nodes,
'k+land delete --2-- paths with k nonterminal nodes.)

To show true for d = k+l if true for d = k:

c lj 2-j = c
lljsk+l l<j<k

lj 2-j + lktl 2-(k+l) - 2'k+l 2-k

- -

= 1 + 1 k+l (2-(k+l) _ 2-(k+l))  = 1 .

P)a
Level = j 1.

1
1
2 d=3
0

-m. .c 2 ' c 1 1 1
"' l<i<4

=
lLjL3

1 j2-J = '(2) + l(B) = 2(8) = 1
- -

Figure 2
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-m.
Theorem 1: !$zH, with equality iff pi = 2 ', 1Lifn. In words, the average

number of conditional branch instructions occurring per program
execution is greater than or equal to the decision entropy, Hy'
of the program Y. This absolute lower bound is achieved iff

-m.
pi =2 ' for all i from 1 to n.

Proof: From lemma 1, we have
-1

l<i<n
pi log Pi-Z1 iicn Pi log qi' with equality iff

- - - -

pi =9i' _lsi<n.

-m.
Before we can make the substitution qi = 2 ', we need to check that
the 2 conditions on the qi, as stated in lemma 1 are satisfied:
Condition (1): 01qiL1, lz-izn is satisfied as

0 < (‘)mi_ 2 51 since miL0

Condition (2): C
l<i<nqi = 1 is satisfied since- -

c 2'mi = 1 from lemma 2.
l<i<n- -

-m. -m.
-1

“’ 1 <i <n
pilog pi s -c

lSi<n
pilog 2 ', with equality iff pi = 2 ', 1LiLn

- -
-m.

, c miPi >Hy,
*'l<i<n -

with equality iff pi = 2 ', lLi_jn.
- -

cl
Hence we have found a lower bound on the expected number of conditional

for any given program. The necessary and sufficient

lower bound to be achieved are satisfied when the result

branch instructions

conditions for this

of every conditiona

'False' with probab

11 branch instruction is 'True' with probability 2) and
1ility 7. This corresponds to the special case of maximum

uncertainty for each individual decision, which we will refer to as maximum

branch-result entropy. 1 1Here, H =-i log 7 - 2 log 5 = 1 = log 2 for each

branch-result.
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It is well-known that Hzlog n, where n is the number of outcomes of the

random variable concerned. When H = log n, the random variable is said to

have maximum entropy. The maximum entropic case occurs iff pl = p2 . . . = p,

bee CW[W. Hence, the minimum expected number of decisions is achieved if

each decision has maximum branch-result entropy.

A control structure which achieves the lower bound in Theorem 1 is said

to be absolutely optimal. In general, we usually can not construct an absolutely

optimal control structure given the probabilities pl,p2,...,pn, since if we
-m.

choose mi to satisfy pi = 2 ', for all i, it may turn out that mi = -log pi

is not an integer. However, we can certainly choose mi to be the smallest

integer greater than or equal to -log pi, i.e., the ceiling function. This

gives us a one-unit range for the expected number of conditional branch in-

structions that is actually achievable by an optimal control structure.

Theorem 2: If Hy is the decision entropy of program Y, then there exists

a control structure for Y where the expected number of conditional branch

instructions, NY, satisfies Hy-<my< Hy + 1.

Proof: Let mi = f-log pil, 1 <i <n- -

( >a .‘. -log pilmi < -log pi + 1, 1LiLn

We need to check that the (mi, _1 < iln) will correspond to a legi-
-m.

timate binary tree. The criterion required is that C 2 ' 4.
i -

-m.
Since -log piLmi, we have 2 '~pi

l x2-mi$Cp=14 6

i ii

Multiplying (a) by pi and summing over i gives:

C -pilog pi ( C pimi ' C -pilOg pi + C pi
i i

(i.e.), Hy 2 fly < Hy + 1

10



The observant reader will already have noted an analogy between the time-

optimal control structure problem and the noiseless coding problem in infor-

mation theory. This analogy is given explicitly in Appendix I. In the case

of the time-optimal control structure we wish to minimize the average number of

conditional branch instructions per program execution. In the case of the

noiseless coding problem, we wish to minimize the average code-word length.

In both cases, the average that we wish to minimize is bounded below by the

uncertainty, or entropy, involved in the situation.

In the case of the time-optimal control structure, we wish to minimize

the average number of conditional branch instructions per program execution

in order to minimize the "perturbations" [6] in the flow of the instruction

stream. As discussed earlier, these perturbations are known to cause severe

time-penalties in high-speed computer organizations.

In Theorem 1 we have shown an absolute lower bound, which is none other

than the decision entropy of the set of problems solved by the program. We

stress that this decision entropy is independent of the machine (hardware)

implementation and of the program (software) implementation. It is dependent

only on the relative frequency of each problem in the given set of related

problems to be solved by the program, and hence can be calculated a priori.

The existence of an absolute lower bound on the average number of

decisions per program execution gives us a standard by which to compare the

"goodness" of any arbitrary control structure for the given set of problems.

We have shown the necessary and sufficient conditions under which this lower

bound is attained, but in general, these conditions do not hold. In Theorem

2, we showed that an optimal control structure can come within 1 unit of

this absolute lower bound. How can we construct an optimal control structure

for any arbitrary set of problems?

11



6. CONSTRUCTION OF OPTIMAL CONTROL STRUCTURES

We wish to construct an optimal control structure for program Y which

has n decision-paths, each with probabilities p,, p2, . . . . p,, respectively,

of occurring during program execution, C pi = 1. (In other words,
l<i<n- -

program Y consists of a set of n related problems, each with frequency of

occurrence proportional to p,, p2, . . . . p,.)

It is clear from the analogy of the time-optimal control structure

problem to the noiseless coding problem, that the construction of optimal

control structures is analogous to the construction of optimal codes, i.e.,

codes where the expected code-word length is minimal among all codes for the

given set of symbols (y,, y2, . . . . y,,l. Algorithm H, below, for the construc-

tion of optimal control structures (or optimal binary decision trees) is

entirely analogous to Huffman's procedure for the construction of optimal

_ (instantaneous) codes [Z-5].

We assume at the beginning of algorithm H, that we are given a set Y of

n elements, Y = {y,, y2, . . . . y,), each element representing a decision-path

yi with associated probability pi. Algorithm H will then construct an optimal

binary decision tree "bottom. up", i.e., from the leaves to the root'.

Algorithm H (Construction of Optimal Control Structure)

While IYI 2 2 do

begin

(1) Find the 2 elements yi,yj in Y with the two smallest

associated probabilities pi,pj"

(2) Let them be the left and right sons of a common father,

y- ‘9iJ whose associated probability is pi + pj'

(3) Delete yi and yj from Y and insert yij into Y.

end.

12



We note that Algorithm H produces a binary decision tree where the least

probable decision paths have the longest pathlengths to the root. Since

there are many proofs of the optimality of Huffman's procedure [2&j, we

state the following theorem without proof:

Theorem 3: Given the probability distribution {p19 p2, . ..) p,) of the n

decision paths of program Y, algorithm H produces an optimal control structure

for Y.

We note that the optimal control structure constructed by Algorithm H

is not unique since

o In step (1), the 2 elements yi, yj need not have probabilities

smaller than the probabilities of all the remaining elements-

When elements have equal probabilities, the choice is arbitrary

among these elements.

o In step (2), the left and right sons may be interchanged without

affecting the resultant optimality of the control structure.

7. CONCLUSIONS

The existence of dynamic decision-making facilities in the form of

conditional branch instructions in a program is an extremely powerful and

valuable tool for problem-solving. But if we try to speed up the execution

time of a program by overlapped, lookahead or parallel execution techniques,

then the potential performance is severely degraded by the uncertainties

caused by these conditional branch instructions

In some SIMD-machines LKL conditional branch instructions appear to have
been removed, but actually they have merely been camouflaged by masking

instructions - the nature of the set of problems to be solved often requires

some amount of dynamic decision-making, which we defined as the decision

entropy inherent in the program.

13



In this paper, we showed the existence of an absolute lower bound for

the average number of conditional branch instructions, or decisions, for a

given program. This absolute lower bound is none other than the program's

intrinsic decision entropy, as shown in Theorem 1. This absolute lower

bound is attained iff each decision has maximum branch-result entropy.

In general, the absolute lower bound is not attainable and an optimal

control structure for a program is one that comes closest to this lower

bound. In theory, it is always possible to come within one decision of

this lower bound, as shown in Theorem 2.

We also showed how to construct an optimal control structure for a

program using a method equivalent to the Huffman construction of optimal

codes.

. -
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APPENDIX I

ANALOGY TO NOISELESS CODING PROBLEM

It is interesting to show that there is a direct analogy between our

Optimal Control Structure problem and the Noiseless Coding problem in coding

theory (see [2]-[5]). The Noiseless Coding problem [2] consists of:

(1) A random variable X = 3 where independent

instances of X generate a sequence of symbols from the set

(2) A set of code characters (a,, a2, . . . . a,) called the alphabet,

where each symbol xi is assigned a finite sequence of code

characters called the code-word for Xi. The collection of all

code words forms a code, where code words are assumed to be

distinct.

(3) The goa

average

is the

of the noiseless coding problem is to minimize the

code-word length, i.e., minimize C
W-i-0

pimi' where mi
- -

ength of the code word for Xi.

In the Optimal Control Structure problem, the random variable X is the

dynamic program and each Xi corresponds to a decision path in the program.

Independent instances of Xcorrespond to independent executions of the program.

The "alphabet" is the set of truth-values in the system. For example, in

a binary system, we have D = 2, and the alphabet = (0, 1). The "code-word"

for each decision path Xi is the unique pathname of xi in the decision tree,

where each path from one node to a successor node is labelled either 0 or 1.

The "code" corresponds to the set of all pathnames of terminal nodes in the

decision tree.
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The goal of the time-optimal control structure problem is to minimize

the average "code-word length", or the average number of decisions encountered

during program execution.
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